
Medical police state whistleblowers raise the alarm about “devastating” vaccine
injuries, while the medicine supply chain collapses from wave of vax-compromised
SICK CHILDREN

Description

We’ve got a lot to cover in today’s Situation Update podcast. Things are unraveling quickly for the
establishment, causing tyrants to desperately try to crack down even more on free speech, health
freedom and decentralized energy technologies that could allow people to live off grid.

Here’s a quick look at what we cover in today’s podcast:

– Former Australian medical president blows whistle on vaccine injuries
– She helped build the medical tyranny construct that maimed millions
– Dems illegally release Trump’s private tax returns, weaponizing the IRS
– The Pentagon colluded with Twitter to run psychological operations against Americans
– Former Nazi secretary (97 years old) found GUILTY in link to Holocaust murders
– Nuremburg 2.0 will prosecute thousands of covid vaccine pushers / murderers
– China running another false flag covid psyop, claiming crematoriums are full
– Wells Fargo ordered to pay billions after ripping off customers via car and home loans
– Human trash Sean Penn calls for unvaxxed to be imprisoned as criminals
– New data from Germany confirms huge surge in sudden deaths following mRNA jabs
– Children’s pain pills and cough syrup supply chain has collapsed across USA
– Millions of children are sick because their immune systems have been destroyed by the jab
– Large frozen meat importer declares bankruptcy, sends ripples through transportation chain
– EU now testing biometric payment systems for digital currency, planning 2024 rollout
– BlackRock and Vanguard are buying UTILITY COMPANIES to control your power and spy on usage
– Why the establishment is suppressing Low Energy Nuclear Reactions (LENR) energy technology

Former head of the Australian Medical Association blows the
whistle on “devastating” covid-19 vaccine injuries
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Leading off the news today is the bombshell admission of Dr. Kerryn Phelps, former head of the AMA
(Australia) who is now going public with the truth about devastating vaccine injuries.

Via ChildrensHealthDefense.org:

She testified that her wife, Jackie Stricker-Phelps “suffered a severe neurological reaction to her first 
Pfizer vaccine within minutes,” and continues to suffer ongoing neurological symptoms, 
musculoskeletal inflammation and fatigue.

Phelps also was diagnosed with vaccine injuries, including intermittent fevers and cardiovascular 
issues, following her second Pfizer dose in July 2021.

Phelps told regulators she’s “spoken with other doctors who have themselves experienced a serious 
and persistent adverse event including cardiological, rheumatological, autoimmune reactions and 
neurological consequences,” but “vaccine injury is a subject that few in the medical profession have 
wanted to talk about.”

“Regulators of the medical profession have censored public discussion about adverse events following 
immunisation, with threats to doctors not to make any public statements about anything that ‘might 
undermine the government’s vaccine rollout’ or risk suspension or loss of their registration,’” she wrote.

Remember, Dr. Phelps helped construct the medical police state in Australia, and she pushed
vaccines, masks and lockdowns. She believed the vaccine lies so deeply that she allowed her own
body to be infiltrated by the mRNA injections. Only now has she come to realize that she made a
critical, profound mistake. She believed in the lies of those who are deliberately murdering humanity.
She bet her life on the lie of “safe and effective” vaccines, and she is losing that bet badly. To her
credit, she is now trying to warn others about all this, despite her previous role in pushing it.

She isn’t alone in blowing the whistle on the vaccine fraud, either. As CHD reports:

Phelps joins a growing number of high-profile physicians worldwide, including British cardiologist Dr. 
Aseem Malhotra and oncologist Dr. Angus Dalgleish, who have turned against the vaccines after 
publicly supporting them, according to former New York Times reporter Alex Berenson.

Campbell Newman, former Queensland premier, called Phelps’ submission to the inquiry a “watershed 
moment,” because Phelps had previously been a strong and public vaccine advocate.

Beginning in 2020, Australia instituted some of the most “draconian” lockdown, vaccination and mask 
regulations in the world. Phelps supported these measures, but now is calling for more nuanced 
policies.

The supply chain of children’s medicines has collapsed, with
Kroger, CVS and Walgreens all initiating purchase limits

Remember last year when deceptive health authorities claimed flu cases had dropped to nearly zero?
They (falsely) claimed influenza infections had vanished, but covid was everywhere. It was all a giant,
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coordinated fraud, of course, to try to get people to believe the covid plandemic was going to kill
everybody if they didn’t hurry up and get vaccinated.

Now, after the mRNA jabs have destroyed the immune systems of tens of millions of Americans, 
flu season sickness is back with a vengeance. Many hospitals are overflowing with sick patients,
and children’s over-the-counter medicines (like Tylenol and cough syrups) are in such high demand
that the supply chain has broken down.

According to Yahoo Finance, Kroger just announced a purchase limit on children’s pain medicine and
cough remedies:

Kroger Co said on Tuesday it had put in place limits on purchases of children’s pain relievers and cold 
medicine products, as retailers in the United States grapple with supply constraints amid surging 
demand.

Ponder what we’re really observing here: The medical establishment attempted to mass murder
children with mRNA injections that claimed to prevent a pandemic that didn’t even affect children in the
first place. The injections destroyed their immune function, making them vulnerable to infections which
normally wouldn’t impact children with such severity, leading to a wave of RSV and influenza cases at
hospitals, causing doctors to prescribe antibiotics that don’t treat viral infections, leading to a
nationwide shortage of antibiotics. Meanwhile, sickness symptoms are worsening in so many children
that the supply chain of children’s Tylenol and cough medicines is wiped out nationwide.

This, friends, is called “modern medicine.” The entire outcome would have been far better if children’s
weren’t mass-vaccinated in the first place. The vaccine IS the pandemic.
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